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"Relevance Of Guru Tegh Bahadur's Preaching In Present Day"

"The person who has given up his egoism by recognizing God os the creotor, shatt get
deliverance, be sure of this truth, O My Mind'.

At the outset let us define a Guru according to lndian Spirituality. A guru is a mentor, an
inspiration source and helps in the spiritual evolution of a student. He moulds the
personality of his shishya and liberates him from misery and helps in his salvage of worldly
entanglements.

lf this is the role of a guru in the life of a student, who can be a better example or someone
to look up to for spiritual guidance than Guru Tez Bahadur Singh. A name that is etched in
the annals of our history as a terrific fighter and for his undaunted spirit of freedom. A
protector of his believer and an individual who sacrificed his for a cause.

The world knows about how he unleashed fear in the tormentors and foiled the dastardly
acts of his enemies. But here we will discuss the relevance of his preaching on our lives. We
need to extract the essence of his sayings like nectar from a hive. Thus we can live in peace,
contentment and with a lot of humanity.

"One who grieves not in misery and delights not in pleasure, who is free from fear ond
attachment, and for whom gold ond dust are the same and who hos renounced both proising
and bloming (flottery ond slander) ond is immune to greed, worldly ottachments and
pride....when the oll Merciful Guru blesses o disciple with His Grace, only then does the
disciple ottoin this blessed spiritual stote and blends (merges) with the Lord os woter with
woter."

ln the above worlds Guru talks about salvation. Modern life is synonymous with stress, but
have we ever thought about the cause of this stress? The simple reason is our "Greed". We
are not happy with what we have and all our efforts are to amass more and more and this
greed is leading to stress and are bereft of peace in our lives. Only an individual learns to live
a life of simplicity and happy with what he possesses he will have a meaningful and a
blessed life.

"O soints, renounce the Ego, and olways flee from lust, wroth ond evil company. One should
consider pain ond pleosure, honour ond dishonour the some. One should renounce both
praise ond blqme and even the seorch for solvation. This is o very difficult poth ond rare is o
(Gurmukh) pious person who knows how to tread it."

Here the modern man is trapped in his Ego. This ego does not help him to look beyond
himself. Ego always is the cause of misery and makes you fall prey to the vices. We see
people around us live within a fence of ego and would not budge to the needs of anyone.
They take pride in their possessions and thus live in suffering. They become intolerant and
bickering in their behaviour hence they miss the purpose of human birth. Their hearts are
devoid of any sympathy. such people are condemned and never get a way to reach God.

"True Realisation of the actual nature of this moterial world, its perishable, transitory and
illusory aspects best downs on o person in suffering.



The present life is like a rat race. We are taking pride about our success and comforts. But
we never understand what we are trying to achieve is not permanent. We would never take
them with me and everything had to left here on this earth and leave empty hands. The
recent pandemic had taught us this valuable, yet people are trapped in the mire of worldly
things. We are exhausted physically, mentally and spiritually but never stop to be in the race.
With our simple thoughts and kind actions we can make this world a inhabitable place.

He gospels about need to protect our believers or people who come for shelter to us. At
times we need to raise our sword to punish the perpetrators of crime or make us subject of
cruelty. He professes self defence and offence too but not to be indifferent to the sufferings
of other. This is not the virtue of a true human being.

So in conclusion Guru had showed the path of light to tread on and make our lives sublime
and humane too. With all obeisance to the great guru we follow his preaching in true spirit.

Bhavyasri

Class: Xll Science
Kendriya Vidyalaya Mahabubnagar
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